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Abstract Women become depressed more frequently than
men, a consistent pattern across cultures. Inflammation plays
a key role in initiating depression among a subset of individuals, and depression also has inflammatory consequences.
Notably, women experience higher levels of inflammation
and greater autoimmune disease risk compared to men. In
the current review, we explore the bidirectional relationship
between inflammation and depression and describe how this
link may be particularly relevant for women. Compared to
men, women may be more vulnerable to inflammationinduced mood and behavior changes. For example, transient
elevations in inflammation prompt greater feelings of loneliness and social disconnection for women than for men, which
can contribute to the onset of depression. Women also appear
to be disproportionately affected by several factors that elevate
inflammation, including prior depression, somatic symptomatology, interpersonal stressors, childhood adversity, obesity,
and physical inactivity. Relationship distress and obesity, both
of which elevate depression risk, are also more strongly tied to
inflammation for women than for men. Taken together, these
findings suggest that women’s susceptibility to inflammation
and its mood effects may contribute to sex differences in
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depression. Depression continues to be a leading cause of
disability worldwide, with women experiencing greater risk
than men. Due to the depression-inflammation connection,
these patterns may promote additional health risks for women.
Considering the impact of inflammation on women’s mental
health may foster a better understanding of sex differences in
depression, as well as the selection of effective depression
treatments.
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Introduction
Women experience higher rates of depression than men, a
consistent pattern across cultures [1]. From puberty through
their reproductive years, women have a roughly twofold
higher risk for major depressive disorder (MDD) compared
to men, with 21.3 % of women and 12.9 % of men experiencing major depressive episodes in their lifetimes [1, 2]. Multiple theories contribute to our understanding of this pattern,
including those that highlight sex differences in biological
vulnerability, need for affiliation, thought patterns, and emotion reactivity and regulation [3–5].
In addition, a thriving literature suggests that inflammation
contributes to depression for some individuals via wellestablished mechanistic pathways [6, 7••]. Meta-analytic findings suggest that MDD patients have elevated inflammation
levels compared to healthy controls, as measured by Creactive protein (CRP; an inflammatory marker) and proinflammatory cytokines interleukin-6 (IL-6), interleukin-1β
(IL-1β), and tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) [8, 9]. Importantly, prospective studies indicate that elevated inflammation
increases subsequent risk for depression [10]. Syndromal
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depression as well as subclinical depressive symptoms can
promote exaggerated inflammatory responses to stressors
[11•, 12], which can act to maintain depressive symptoms
and elevate longer-term health risks.
Inflammation may be a key contributor to depression for
women. Women have higher rates of autoimmune diseases
compared to men, including a twofold to ninefold greater risk
for lupus, Hashimoto’s thyroiditis, and rheumatoid arthritis
[13]. Additionally, more women have clinically relevant elevations in CRP, an inflammatory marker indicating cardiovascular risk, compared to men [14]. Furthermore, multiple factors that elevate MDD risk can also promote inflammation,
suggesting overlapping pathways. Several of these factors,
including relationship distress, childhood adversity, and obesity, appear to affect women to a greater extent than men,
which may help to explain sex differences in MDD risk.
In the current review, we explore how inflammation’s link
to depression may be particularly relevant for women. First,
we highlight evidence that inflammation contributes to depression. We then focus on the inflammatory consequences
of depressive symptoms, relationship distress, childhood adversity, obesity, and physical inactivity, factors with particular
relevance for women. Finally, we discuss these findings’ implications for women’s health and depression risk.

Inflammation: A Pathway to Depression
Proinflammatory cytokines can induce depressive symptoms
by affecting neurotransmitter metabolism, impairing neuronal
health, and altering brain activity in mood-relevant brain regions [6, 7]. Indeed, elevated inflammation plays an important
role in the onset of depression for some individuals. For example, healthy women with higher CRP had more depressive
symptoms over the subsequent 7-year follow-up period than
those with lower initial CRP values [15]. Higher IL-6 in early
life raises risk for MDD during young adulthood [16]. Similarly, a recent meta-analysis of longitudinal studies showed
that heightened CRP and IL-6 increase risk for depressive
symptoms over time [10].
Laboratory studies have used vaccines, endotoxin, and cytokines to increase inflammation and study subsequent mood
and behavior changes [7••, 17, 18]. Following immune challenges such as these, depression is more likely to develop
among healthy adults with an MDD history, greater initial
depressive symptoms, low social support, and susceptible genetic profiles than those without these risk factors [17, 19, 20].
Notably, women are more likely to have a depression history,
which elevates risk for subsequent depression following inflammatory challenges.
Women may also be more vulnerable to inflammationinduced mood and behavior changes compared to men. In a
recent study, women and men had similar IL-6 and TNF-α
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responses following a low-dose endotoxin administration.
However, women reported greater increases in depressed
mood than men [21••]. Compared to men, women also reported feeling more lonely and disconnected from others in response to endotoxin administration. Furthermore, women
who had larger IL-6 and TNF-α responses also reported feeling more lonely and socially disconnected than those with
smaller cytokine responses; the magnitude of inflammatory
responses was not related to social disconnection for men.
Given that social disconnection plays a strong role in the onset
of depression for women, sex differences in depression could
be partially due to the greater impact of inflammation on social behavior for women. Accordingly, women may be more
likely to develop mood symptoms in response to elevated
inflammation. Next, we focus on biopsychosocial risk factors
for increased inflammation (see Fig. 1).

Biopsychosocial Risk Factors for Elevated
Inflammation
Prior or Current Depressive Symptoms
Depression enhances inflammation, which may fuel further
depressive symptoms over time [22••]. For example, those
with more depressive symptoms had larger increases in CRP
and IL-6 over several years compared to those with fewer
depressive symptoms [15, 23]. Accordingly, depression and
inflammation influence each other bidirectionally.
Depression also magnifies individuals’ inflammatory responses to stressors. People with MDD had larger IL-6 responses to a laboratory stressor than those without MDD
[12]; subclinical depressive symptoms also enhanced stressinduced IL-6 [11•]. Additionally, childbirth evoked greater IL6 increases in pregnant women with a prior history of depression compared to those without a history of depression [24].
Following influenza vaccination, pregnant women with more
depressive symptoms had greater inflammatory responses
than those with fewer depressive symptoms [25]. Furthermore, people with a depression history experience more frequent stressors and stronger emotional reactions to them than
those without a depression history [26, 27]. Accordingly, people who were previously depressed may undergo stress responses more frequently than those who were not. In this
way, women’s higher depression rates may have inflammatory
consequences that promote further mood risk.
Somatic Symptomatology
Elevated inflammation can induce sickness behaviors such as
fatigue, anhedonia, pain, and sleep changes [17, 28]. In laboratory models of elevated inflammation, these sickness behaviors often precede the onset of depressive symptoms and
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Fig. 1 Pathways from biopsychosocial risk factors to elevated
inflammation and depressive symptoms, which fuel one another. These
patterns may have particular relevance for women: a Women experience
these risk factors for depression and inflammation at higher rates than
men. b Initial evidence suggests that some of these factors (e.g.,
relationship distress and obesity) are more strongly tied to inflammation

for women than for men. c Women have higher levels of inflammation
and higher rates of autoimmune diseases compared to men. d Women
become depressed more frequently than men. e Transient increases in
inflammation affect women’s mood and social disconnection to a
greater extent than their male counterparts

closely resemble the neurovegetative symptoms of major depression [28]. Although sickness behaviors can facilitate recovery from acute illness by conserving energy, they also
enhance depressive symptoms and inflammation. Women’s
depression appears to be more frequently characterized by
these somatic symptoms than men’s depression [29]. In representative community samples, women were twice as likely
as men to endorse somatic symptomatology, including sleep
disturbance, fatigue, and appetite change [29].
Somatic symptoms can further fuel negative mood and
inflammatory processes. For example, a brief, laboratory pain
task elevated IL-6 [30], and reports of pain enhanced depression risk prospectively [31]. In a laboratory study, sleep loss
led to increases in rheumatoid arthritis patients’ pain, depression, and fatigue [32]. People with sleep problems also had
greater increases in CRP and IL-6 over time compared to their
counterparts without sleep problems [33, 34•]. Furthermore,
fatigued breast cancer survivors had larger IL-1β and IL-6
responses to a laboratory stressor compared to less fatigued
survivors [35].
Women may be more vulnerable to the inflammatory effects of somatic symptoms. Following sleep deprivation,
women experienced more persistent rises in IL-6 and TNF-α
compared to men [36]. Furthermore, women reported more
fatigue on average than men [37]. In addition, fatigue

corresponded to higher CRP among women, but men’s fatigue
was not associated with elevated inflammation [37]. Accordingly, women tend to experience somatic symptoms to a greater extent than men, which may have inflammatory
consequences.
Relationship Distress
Relationship distress may impact women’s mood more than
that of men [3]. For example, among opposite-sex twin pairs,
interpersonal stressors such as low marital satisfaction and
low social support predicted depression more strongly for
women than for men [38]. Compared to men, women also
reported feeling more responsible for others’ emotional needs
and for maintaining relationships; these patterns contributed to
depression-linked thinking styles such as rumination [5].
Marital Distress Many adults’ closest relationship is with
their spouse, and marital distress increases risk for medical
problems including cardiovascular disease and metabolic syndrome [39, 40]. A stressful marriage promotes both depression and inflammation [41•, 42]. Importantly, the relationship
between depression and marital distress is bidirectional; a depressed partner may present challenges that decrease marital
quality over time [42]. Wives are typically affected by marital
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distress to a greater extent than their husbands [43]. For example, in response to marital conflict discussions, women
exhibited more negative affect compared to men [44, 45].
Some evidence suggests that marital quality may be
more closely related to inflammation among women than
men. In the MIDUS study, women who reported lower
spousal support had higher levels of IL-6 and CRP than
those who reported higher support; the relationship between spousal support and inflammation was not significant for men [41•]. The presence of additional risk factors
may amplify the effects of marital distress on inflammation. For example, abdominal fat releases proinflammatory cytokines, and IL-6 stimulates CRP production [46]. In
a study of healthy married women, higher marital stress
was associated with higher levels of CRP among women
with larger waist circumferences [47]. For women with
smaller waists, marital stress did not predict CRP levels.
In this way, abdominal adiposity may contribute to the
extent that marital distress alters inflammation for women.

Social Disconnection Feeling socially disconnected in other
relationships can also lead to depression. Indeed, lonelier
adults were more likely to develop depressive symptoms over
a 5-year follow-up period compared to those who were less
lonely [48]. On the other hand, supportive relationships can
protect against depression. For example, patients recovering
from myocardial infarction who reported higher social support
had fewer depressive symptoms 1 year later compared to their
counterparts with lower social support, and this finding was
stronger among women than men [49]. Further, depressed
individuals with low social support were at greater risk for
developing asthma compared to depressed people with high
social support, suggesting that social support may buffer
against some of the harmful health effects of depression [50].
Social disconnection also contributes to heightened inflammation. Healthy individuals who reported receiving
less support from their friends, families, and spouses had
higher levels of several inflammatory markers over the
course of 5 years than those who reported more support
[51]. In the MESA study, adults with lower social support
had higher levels of CRP than those with higher social
support [52]. Similarly, breast cancer patients who reported higher levels of social support before starting treatment
had lower levels of inflammation 6 months after their
treatment ended compared to those who reported lower
social support [53]. A laboratory stressor provoked greater increases in IL-6, IL1-RA, and TNF-α among lonelier
adults compared than those who were less lonely [54, 55].
Accordingly, feeling disconnected from others is a key
risk factor for elevated inflammation.

Childhood Adversity
Adverse childhood events negatively impact inflammation
and depression in adulthood. According to a worldwide study,
approximately 39 % of adults experienced at least one form of
childhood adversity in their lifetime, including interpersonal
loss, parental maladjustment, maltreatment, illness, or economic adversity [56]. A history of adverse childhood events
may be more common in women than men. In a large epidemiological study, women were approximately 1.5 times more
likely to have experienced verbal abuse or severe physical
abuse and 7.5 times more likely to experience inappropriate
sexual contact as a child compared to their male counterparts
[57]. Childhood maltreatment is a potent risk factor for depression. According to a recent meta-analysis, people who
experienced childhood maltreatment have higher risk for recurrent and prolonged depressive episodes compared to those
without maltreatment [58].
In addition to a heightened risk for depression, childhood
adversity also has strong links to inflammation across the
lifespan. In prospective studies, children who experienced adverse life events had elevated levels of IL-6 and CRP in later
childhood and adolescence [59, 60]. The implications of
childhood adversity persist into adulthood. People with a history of childhood adversity had elevated risk for heightened
CRP and major depression at age 32 than those without a
similar history [61]. Among older adults, people with a history
of multiple adverse childhood events had higher levels of IL-6
than those without such a history, and childhood abuse was
specifically related to higher levels of IL-6 and TNF-α [62]. A
history of childhood adversity also boosts responsiveness to
stressors. Individuals with a history of childhood abuse had
heightened IL-6 responses to stressors in the laboratory as well
as daily life compared to those with no history of childhood
abuse [63, 64].
The link between adverse childhood experiences and adult
inflammation may be partially explained by negative health
patterns such as obesity. Childhood trauma is associated with
higher BMI in adulthood, a key risk factor for heightened
inflammation including CRP [65–67]. Indeed, obesity contributes to mood and inflammatory risks.

Obesity
Across the world, more women are obese than men, a characteristic that promotes both depression and inflammation [68].
Evidence suggests that health behaviors along with social and
economic factors contribute to women’s elevated obesity risk.
Women tend to be less physically active than men, and physical inactivity increases risk for obesity [69, 70]. Additionally,
women in countries with higher economic inequality and gender inequality have particularly elevated rates of obesity,
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demonstrating an important link between socioeconomic status and women’s health [71].
Obesity and depression often co-occur, fueling one another
[72]. For example, older adults with more depressive symptoms gained more abdominal fat over the course of 5 years
compared to those with fewer depressive symptoms [73]. In a
recent meta-analysis, Luppino and colleagues explored the
bidirectional relationships between obesity and depression
[74]. Obese individuals were 55 % more likely to become
depressed than their lower BMI counterparts [74]. Similarly,
depressed adults were 58 % more likely to become obese
compared to people who were not depressed [74]. These results are particularly relevant for women, as they are vulnerable to both obesity and depression [75].
Inflammation plays a key role in linking obesity and depression. Adipose tissue releases proinflammatory cytokines
and fosters chronic low-grade inflammation [46]. Indeed,
obese people have higher concentrations of proinflammatory
cytokines, such as IL-6, CRP, and TNF-α, compared to normal weight individuals [76, 77]. In addition, waist circumference and physical inactivity predict higher inflammation and
increased risk for heart disease [78]. Just as obesity contributes
to inflammation, elevated inflammation can promote obesity
by stimulating the HPA axis and contributing to accumulation
of fat tissue [46]. Importantly, the relationship between body
fat and CRP is stronger for women (r=0.54) than for men (r=
0.24), as demonstrated in a recent meta-analysis [79•].
Obesity also primes exaggerated inflammatory responses
to stressors. For example, young women with greater abdominal obesity had larger stress-induced inflammatory responses
compared to those with less abdominal obesity [80]. Furthermore, obesity’s impact on reactivity appears to persist for subsequent stressors. Following an initial stressor, overweight
healthy adults had larger IL-6 responses to a second stressful
task compared to normal weight individuals [81]. Accordingly, repeated stressors may persistently elevate inflammation
for obese women, a pathway that could increase their depression and health risks over time. Other factors that promote
obesity, including physical inactivity, may be particularly detrimental for women.
Physical Inactivity
A strong research base supports the mood benefits of exercise
[82], and more active individuals also have lower levels of
inflammation than those who are less active [83]. Individuals
who reported at least 2.5 h of moderate to vigorous physical
activity per week had lower levels of CRP and IL-6 at baseline
and 10 years later compared to their less active counterparts
[83]. Physical activity may limit obesity-related inflammation
in some cases. For example, postmenopausal, overweight
women with higher energy expenditure (i.e., kilocalories
burned) throughout the day had lower levels of CRP than their
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more sedentary counterparts, even after adjusting for fat mass
[84].
Even among those who exercise regularly, spending more
time engaging in sedentary activities that involve sitting and
little movement is detrimental. For example, more sedentary
individuals had higher IL-6 than those who were less sedentary, and these differences remained after accounting for BMI
and other daily physical activity [85•]. Indeed, a growing literature suggests that sedentary time may uniquely contribute
to inflammation.
On average, women are less active than men, and thus, the
ties between physical inactivity and inflammation may be particularly relevant. In the NHANES study, accelerometers were
used to objectively measure activity levels [86, 87]. Throughout the life span, females consistently engaged in less physical
activity than males, except during a brief period in older adulthood [86]. Younger women (under age 30) also had greater
sedentary time compared to age-matched men [87]. These
patterns are concerning, given that inactivity contributes to
poor health and inflammation uniquely, as well as through
other pathways, such as weight gain.

Conclusions
Inflammation may be a key pathway to consider in women’s
depression for several reasons. Women have higher levels of
inflammation and higher rates of autoimmune diseases compared to men [13, 14], both of which elevate subsequent depression risk [23, 88]. Transient increases in inflammation
also affect women’s mood and social disconnection to a greater extent than their male counterparts [21••]. Relationship distress and obesity, both of which elevate depression risk, are
more strongly tied to inflammation for women than for men
[41•, 79]. Furthermore, women experience several risk factors
for inflammation at higher rates than men, including obesity,
physical inactivity, and childhood adversity [57, 68, 86]. Taken together, these findings suggest that women’s susceptibility
to inflammation and its mood effects can contribute to sex
differences in depression.
In effectively addressing women’s depression and inflammation, it may be helpful to consider the interplay of
risk factors. For example, obese women report more fatigue
than those who are not obese, and both of these factors
increase inflammation [37]. When combined with a history
of depression, marital distress has been linked to a slower
metabolism, which could lead to weight gain and thus promote inflammation [89]. In addition, women are more likely to take on multiple social roles; as a result, they experience more frequent opportunities for stress compared to
men [90]. These stressors may elevate inflammation, particularly among those with risk factors such as prior
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depression, obesity, and/or childhood adversity, which
heighten inflammatory responses to stress.
Furthermore, women’s levels of reproductive hormones
fluctuate throughout the life span, which has implications
for inflammation. Estrogen levels increase during puberty,
one factor that may contribute to increases in MDD
among girls during adolescence [4, 91]. As reproductive
hormones rise and fall during the menstrual cycle in premenopausal women, corresponding changes in CRP occur
[92]. During menopausal transition (i.e., perimenopause),
women experience more pronounced hormonal fluctuations, subsequently resulting in diminished estrogen levels
following menopause [91, 93]. Due partially to low estrogen levels, postmenopausal women experience elevated
inflammation, which may affect women’s health during
aging [93–95]. Indeed, estrogen typically inhibits inflammation, and inflammatory processes play a role in atherosclerosis, cardiovascular disease, and other age-related
diseases later in life [94, 96, 97]. These complex relationships affect multiple other hormone mediators and neurotransmitters, providing promising targets for explaining
sex differences in mood disorders [91].
On average, women live longer than men, and it is important to examine factors that alter women’s risk for health problems during aging [98]. Women have elevated rates of depression compared to men, and depression’s inflammatory consequences are linked to poor health. Heightened inflammation
increases risk for age-related diseases such as cardiovascular
disease, diabetes, Alzheimer’s disease, and metabolic syndrome [97]. For example, individuals with higher levels of
CRP, IL-6, IL-18, and TNF-α are more likely to develop cardiovascular disease compared to those with lower inflammation [99]. Exaggerated inflammatory responses to immune
challenges (e.g., stressors and pathogens) may also carry important health risks over time [22••]. However, laboratory endotoxin studies to date have focused primarily on male participants [18], and inclusion of more women represents an avenue for future research.
Depression continues to be a leading cause of disability
worldwide, with women experiencing greater risk than
men [100]. Due to the depression-inflammation connection, these patterns may promote additional health risks
for women. Accordingly, successful prevention and treatment of women’s depression could have an immense public health impact. Given that women experience elevated
inflammation compared to men [14], anti-inflammatory
strategies may be particularly important in improving
women’s health and mood. A variety of pharmacological
treatments and lifestyle interventions can reduce inflammation and improve mood [6, 7••]. Considering the impact of inflammation on women’s mental health may foster a better understanding of sex differences in depression,
as well as the selection of effective depression treatments.
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